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Your kitchen 
    

Kitchen professionals are captivated by stainless steel 
products – especially those made by Franke.  
We equip many of the leading global restaurant chains 
with stainless steel kitchens, Franke is also a synonym for 
premium stainless steel products for your home.

We at Franke are renowned 
worldwide for our premium 
quality stainless steel products. 
Today we use all our experience 
to bring our innovation and 
quality from the professional 
segment into your kitchen. 
 

deserves it    

Cutlery, pots, the sink; many 
items in the kitchen are 
made of stainless steel – the 
most durable and corrosion -
resistant material. 

So why not also get a faucet that is made of 
stainless steel?

Shown: Kubus Faucet KUB-PD-304
Cube Sink CUX11027
Culinary Center Prep Sink CUX11010-W
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Nothing but stainless steel

Constructed with 100% lead-free stainless so you 
can be assured harmful containments will not be 
released into the water when it comes out of the 
faucet. The non-porous surface is corrosion and 
tarnish-resistant,  and naturally hygienic — there is 
no hiding place for germs.

Some of the key features of Franke’s stainless steel faucets catch your eye 
at first glance, you can recognize a premium faucet by its details.

High performance

No matter how frequently you use it, 
your stainless steel faucet will not 

show signs of wear and tear. Its 
brilliance does not fade over time, the 

beauty and appeal only increases.

Easy to maintain

With your stainless steel faucet there is no 
reason to use aggressive and unsustainable 
detergents. Food residue, liquids, lime deposits, 
and fingerprints can be quickly and easily wiped 
off your stainless steel faucet with nothing more 
than a microfiber cloth.

Shown: Atlas Neo Faucet ATL-PO-304
Peak Sink PKG11031-WKC-MBK
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Atlas Neo

Beauty lies in the details, especially for Franke’s stainless 
steel faucet Atlas Neo. It looks like a modern sculpture, and 
you will love to look at it every single day.   
 
The L-shaped pull-out spray offers easy maneuverability 
for any cooking or cleaning task. The easy-to-control 
linear side lever provides precise adjustment of water 
flow to make cleaning up effortless.

Modern design    
          built to last

Make it a suite. Add a filtration faucet for one cohesive look.

Shown: Atlas Neo Faucet ATL-PO-304, Universal Filtration Faucet UNL-FW-304
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Most of the family life happens in the kitchen,  
it‘s where we cook and eat and spend a lot of time. With 
Eos Neo, Franke designed a perfect faucet collection 
that is specially tailored for a busy and active kitchen. 

Eos Neo is a robust and easy-to-clean faucet made of 
solid stainless steel  that guarantees a high level of 
performance. Eos Neo is available with a pull-down 
spout, making it even easier to rinse out the sink or to 
quickly fill a large pot. 

With its modern, slim, seamless 
design, Eos Neo is available in a 
variety of colors and styles, from the 
primary kitchen faucet to bar faucets, 
along with coordinating filtration 
faucets.

Eos Neo

      The perfect 
                  family faucet

Shown: Eos Neo Faucet EOS-PD-GLD
Universal Filtration Faucet UNJ-HC-GLD
Soap Dispenser ATL-SD-GLD
Maris Sink MAG11031-ONY
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Why should kitchens always look alike? 
You should focus on style when 
furnishing your home – and dare to 
show contrasts. The Centinox faucet 
is a solid stainless steel faucet in a 
straightforward, Scandinavian-
influenced design. This Semi-Pro   
dual-spray faucet with a 360 swivel 
spout and flexible hose can easily 
handle cleaning and cooking tasks.

It takes high precision to make something perfect – 
the same applies to good craftsmanship. At Franke, 
the passion for stainless steel led to the development 
of Steel faucets. Sleek lines and balanced 
proportions are the result. 

Steel faucets offer two styles to meet your needs. 
The Pull-Out faucet is a smaller profile that makes 
it perfect for kitchens with limited space for a taller 
faucet. The Pull-Down faucet, with its soft edges 
and high arc spout, demands more space, so it can 
be seen.

Steel is availble in three beautiful 
stainless steel colors; Stainless 
Steel, Industrial Black, and Gold.

Centinox

Steel

The perfect 
  stainless steel faucet

Show your 
  attitude

Shown: Steel Faucet STL-PD-304
Universal Filtration Faucet UNJ-FW-304
Soap Dispenser ATL-SD-304
Professional Sink PS2X110-33-WKC

Shown: Centinox Faucet CEN-SP-304
Peak Sink PKX11028
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Kubus

You spend most of your waking hours in the kitchen. And if you like to cook you are surely 
aware of the importance of good tools. Kubus is a state of the art faucet from the stainless 
steel expert Franke and it will enthuse you with its harmonious look, clean lines, and chic 
cylindrical base. 

Beauty and performance, Kubus fits comfortably in your hand for effortless operations. 
The intuitive design allows for easy toggling between spray and stream. 

     Change your                      
     perspective Pescara

The clean design and detailed craftsmanship make 
Franke’s Pescara faucet line ideal for those who 
savor simplicity. Pescara faucets feature a level of 
functionality and performance that maximizes 
usability for the home chef or kitchen connoisseur.

A flexible metal spring hose allows maximum reach 
of the entire sink. When not in use, the magnetic 
dock holds the spray head securely in place. 

Clean design and
   detailed craftsmanship

Shown: Kubus Faucet KUB-PD-304
Professional Sink PS2X110-30

Shown: Pescara Faucet PES-SP-304
Pescara Sink PTX110-31-WKC
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2023

Effortless control
The single-handle lever controls the water flow with a simple movement, and the spray head 
easily toggles between stream and spray, perfect for cleaning tough food or a gentle stream for 
everyday cleaning tasks.

Slim body and high spout
The high spout and sleek design with a 360 swivel spout offers 
plenty of space when working with  large cookware. 

Icon means contemporary style and innovative design, a perfect 
balance between a modern, clean-lined silhouette and maximum 
functionality: available in two versions, Pull-Out and Semi-Pro, and two 
finishes, Chrome and Matte Black. Last but not least, the laminar 
aerator available in both versions enables a clearer water flow, reducing 
the splashing effect.Icon

      A legend
                    in the making

Shown: Icon Semi-Pro Faucet ICN-SP-MBK
Maris Sink MAG11031OW-WKC-MBK
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      Stylishly
    sustainable

ECO cartridge uses up to 
50% less water. 

Stylish and irresistibly beautiful with three 
ultra-modern designs; Semi-Pro, Pull-Out, and 
Pull-Down. Our Active faucets offer the best of 
both worlds — design and sustainability. The 
secret to this performance is the 
environmentally beneficial ECO cartridge, 
which is designed to limit both the flow and 
temperature of the water without sacrificing 
the performance.

Sufficient water 
pressure at just 
50% open

  click 50% - 100% Sufficient water 
pressure at just 
50% open

Active
Active faucets are available in a 
number of soft, sophisticated hues. 
Visit Franke.com to learn more

Shown: Active Semi-Pro Faucet  ACT-SP-MBK
Soap Dispenser ACT-SD-MBK
Maris Sink MAG11031-MBK
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You no longer have to choose 
between design and wellness.
We have the finishing touches your kitchen is 
craving. Wellness and high-quality water should 
never come at the expense of your unique design 
standards. Franke faucet and filtration collections 
include a complete suite of coordinating products 
around your sink for an elevated look and 
effortless style. 

Wellness 
                  with style

Shown: Eos Neo Faucet EOS-PD-GLD
Universal Filtration Faucet UNJ-HC-GLD
Soap Dispenser ATL-SD-GLD
Peak Sink PKG11028-MBK
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Healthier water,
healthier you

Water restores, replenishes, and revitalizes us. But have 
you ever wondered what’s really in the water you drink?

We drink, cook, and wash our food with water. It fuels 
our lives and the lives of those we love. It’s essential to 
make sure your kitchen is supplied with only the highest 
quality water.

Franke Filtration systems deliver high-quality filtered 
water through a complete suite of stylish, durable 
options for you, your home, and your family. 
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Better taste and smell
Filtered water will improve the taste and smell of the water that you use for drinking 
and cooking. Whether making coffee, tea, baby formula, or your family’s favorite 
meals, you can be confident that you’re starting fresh every time. 

Provide your family an on-demand flow of clean, safe, filtered water 
directly from your kitchen filtration faucet. With a family of stylish, 
timelessly designed faucets and advanced home filtration technology, 
you can rest easy knowing wellness is at your fingertips. 

Remove contaminants
Franke Filtration systems effectively remove a range of harmful 
contaminants from your home tap water including – lead, chlorine, 
cysts, turbidity, and particles.

      Taking care 
                     of your loved ones 
is our style
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HARD-WORKING FILTRATION

Franke four-stage filters combine advanced 
technologies to remove contaminants in the water, to 
deliver up to 600 gallons of fresh drinking water from 
the filtration faucet.

A Franke water filtration system reduces the need for 
plastic bottles which is good for the enviornment.

Sustainable solutions

Franke offers additional components for a complete filtration 
system.  Chilled 40°F water from a Franke water chiller.                                 
Ready-to-use 208°F water for instant hot from a Franke 
heating tank.  

Maximize your filtration system

With the flexibility to work within your style, our
filtration faucets perfectly complement our wide range 
of Franke faucets to bring a balanced look to your kitchen.

Cohesive design

Franke filtration faucets are constructed with 
100% lead-free stainless so you can be assured 
harmful contaminants will not be released into the 
water when it comes out of the faucet. The 
naturally hygienic surface is corrosion and 
tarnish-resistant, resulting in high performance 
and low maintenance faucets. 

Stainless steel construction

Today’s kitchen is the hub of the home, make 
a statement with the perfect family of stylish, 
durable faucets and filtration faucets so you 
can refresh your kitchen with a fully 
integrated design and wellness solution.

A fresh
take
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Which faucet is right for you?
Purely Stainless Steel

Atlas Neo

Pull-Out Faucet
ATL-PO-304 

Avail. in Stainless 304

Pull-Down Faucet
Industrial Black

EOS-PD-IBK
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Pull-Down Prep
Gold

EOS-PR-GLD
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Bar Faucet
Stainless Steel
EOS-BR-304

Avail. in Stainless, Gold,
Industrial Black

Eos Neo

Industrial Black

Stainless Steel

Gold

Pull-Down Faucet
Stainless 316
EOS-PD-316

Avail. in Stainless 316

Suitable for 
outdoor use

Purely Stainless Steel

Semi-Pro Faucet
CEN-SP-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Steel

Pull-Down Faucet
STL-PD-316

Avail. in Stainless 316

Pull-Down Faucet
Industrial Black

STL-PD-IBK
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Pull-Down Prep
Gold

STL-PR-GLD
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Bar Faucet
Stainless Steel

STL-BR-304 
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Pull-Out Faucet
Gold

STL-PO-GLD
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black

Suitable for 
outdoor use

Kubus

Pull-Down Faucet
KUB-PD-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Bar Faucet
KUB-BR-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Pull-Down Prep
KUB-PR-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Pescara

Semi-Pro Faucet
PES-SPX-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Pull-Down Faucet
PES-SP-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Active

Semi-Pro Faucet
ACT-SP-MBK

Avail. in Matte Black

Semi-Pro Faucet
ACT-SP-CHR

Avail. in Polished Chrome

Pull-Out Faucet
Avail. in 8 finishes
Visit Franke.com

Pull-Down Faucet
Avail. in 3 finishes
Visit Franke.com

Icon

Semi-Pro Faucet
ICN-SP-MBK

Avail. in Matte Black

Pull-Out Faucet
ICN-PO-MBK

Avail. in Matte Black

Pull-Out Faucet
ICN-PO-CHR

Avail. in Polished Chrome

Make Your Statement

Centinox
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Which faucet is right for you?

*Find our full assortment of  faucets 
and filtration systems at Franke.com.

Complete the look

Filtration Components

Heating Tank
HT-400

Water Chiller
CT-200

Filter Canisters* Filters*

Complete your filtration system

*Find our full assortment of  filtration systems at 
www.Franke.com.

Cold Filtered
Gold

UNJ-FW-GLD
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black, 
Polished Chrome

Hot/Cold Filtered 
Stainless Steel
UNJ-HC-304

Avail. in Stainless, Gold,
Industrial Black, 

Polished Chrome

Hot Filtered 
Industrial Black

UNJ-HO-IBK
Avail. in Stainless, Gold,

Industrial Black, 
Polished Chrome

Cold Filtered 
UNL-FW-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Hot Filtered 
UNL-HO-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Hot/Cold Filtered
UNL-HC-304

Avail. in Stainless 304

Filtration Faucets

Industrial Black

Stainless Steel

Gold

Shown: Atlas Neo Faucet ATL-PO-304
Universal Filtration Faucet UNL-FW-304
Peak Sink PKX11028
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FRANKE HOME SOLUTIONS 

USA
800 Aviation Parkway 
Smyrna, TN 37167 
franke.com

CANADA
1000 Franke Kindred Road
Midland, Ontario L4R 4K9
franke.com

BR001 NA_ FAUCETS_0623


